
EECS/MSAI 349 project status report peer review 

 

In this assignment, you will review three project status reports. 

You can find your assigned three status reports at: 

https://canvas.northwestern.edu/courses/78852/assignments/515761 

 

 

How to provide peer review for EECS349 project status report: 

 

1. Download and install: Adobe Acrobat Reader DC 

2. Open project status report PDF file using Adobe Acrobat Reader DC 

3. Like peer review of proposal, there are four aspects you need to provide 

your reviews. Here are some questions for each of them you may want to 

think before given your reviews.  

a. Topic: Do they adjust their topic? Is the current task clear in terms of 

its inputs and outputs? 

b. Dataset: Is their dataset ready to train a ML model?  

c. Result: Do they have preliminary result? If yes, how does their 

preliminary result looks like? If no, is their task too hard? How can 

you help them? 

d. Plan: Given their current progress, which parts of the group's plan 

would you prioritize? Do you have other suggestions for putting 

finishing touches on the project? 

4. Now, provide your reviews on these four aspects like what you did on 

proposal 

a. Highlight a span of text, Right click on the highlighted sentence and 

input your review in pop-up notes, format is similar to proposal peer 

review. 

i. Topic: review 

ii. Dataset: review 

iii. Result: review 

iv. Plan: review 

 

b. If you have other questions, concerns, or suggestions regarding the 

work the group has done so far. Feel free to add comments on 

whatever you want by highlighting a sentence and add ‘Open Pop-Up 

Note’.  

https://canvas.northwestern.edu/courses/78852/assignments/515761
https://get.adobe.com/reader/


 

c. If you have global comments, input your comments using sticky note. 

Right click anywhere, add ‘Add Sticky Notes’ 
 

 

Submission Instructions 

Like proposal peer review, there are two steps: 

 

Step 1:  

 

For each peer review you are assigned, just attach your annotated PDF file through 

the peer review system. No need to leave comments in the text box. 

 

 

 
 

 

Step 2: 

 

Zip all your annotated files and submit it to the proposal status report peer review 

assignment. (https://canvas.northwestern.edu/courses/78852/assignments/517661) 

 


